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'Are you ready?'
Mise-en-place for wraps.
Image courtesy of Angela Ferguson, Faculty Leader, Trades and hospitality, Western Institute of Technology, Taranaki

On trend… Fermented food
Fermented food and beverages are
becoming increasingly popular. Fermented
food has been part of the human diet
for centuries. It was initially produced
to preserve food, improve flavour and
eliminate food toxins. Today, more people
are turning to this food for its potential
health benefits.

Many health benefits have been associated
with fermented food, including reduced
risk of cardiovascular disease, high
blood pressure, diabetes, obesity and
inflammation. It also has been linked to
better weight management, better mood
and brain activity, increased bone health
and better recovery after exercise.

What is fermented food?

It’s important to remember that these
health benefits are probably dependent
on the type of fermented food and
microorganisms involved.

Fermented food and beverages have
undergone controlled microbial growth and
fermentation. This gives fermented food its
unique and desirable taste, aroma, texture
and appearance. There are thousands
of different types of fermented food,
including; cultured milk and yoghurt, wine,
beer, cider, tempeh, miso, kimchi and
sauerkraut.
Most food can be fermented: whole
vegetables, fruits, cereals, dairy, meat,
fish, eggs, legumes, nuts and seeds. While
these foods are nutritious in their original
form, through fermentation, they have
the potential to carry additional health
benefits.
What are the benefits of fermented food?
Fermented food has historically been
valued for its improved shelf life and
unique taste, aroma, texture and
appearance. It also allows us to consume
otherwise inedible foods. For example,
table olives are fermented to remove their
bitter-tasting phenolic compounds.

How can I eat more fermented food?
The practice of fermentation is simple and
affordable. Vegetables such as cabbage,
beetroot, radishes, turnips and carrots are
some of the easiest foods to ferment at
home, as the bacteria living on the surface
does the fermenting for you.

Kimchi

‘Are you ready?’, our wonderful
cover image shows mise-en-place
– which literally means put in place.
Throughout the country our growers
have been ‘getting ready’ over the
winter, 24/7 despite the weather, and
are now harvesting the wonderful
crops associated with summer.
Vegetables.co.nz and the Heart
Foundation are now ready to introduce
you to The Educator; the unit plan,
resources and activities for teaching
food lessons at year 8 in schools. This
was a recommendation from research
carried out in 2017 by Massey
University. The products have been
developed ‘for teachers by teachers’
and are being promoted at a series of
Professional Development seminar
days throughout New Zealand.
We also celebrate the use of our fine
vegetables in culinary competitions
across the spectrum; from creations
by 5 year olds to delicious meals
served in aged care. We share the
latest updates of two popular posters;
Vegetables for your mind and body,
and Nutrients in New Zealand grown
vegetables. Join teachers on the
latest Forum-on-wheels, view the just
published Easy meals with vegetables
videos and see recent achievements in
the Lettuce celery-brate column.

Try making your own sauerkraut, kimchi
and pickled seasonal vegetables, including
prebiotic-rich foods such as onion and
garlic to add flavour and extra health
benefits. See the Kimchi and Pickled
vegetables videos on the vegetables.co.nz
website.
For a more detailed article about
fermented goods with references visit
www.vegetables.co.nz/health/
For videos on how to make Pickled
vegetables and Kimchi visit
https://www.vegetables.co.nz/educationand-resources/videos-and-teachingresources/easy-meals/

IN THIS ISSUE

Happy holidays and all the best for
2019.
Pickled vegetables
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From the team at vegetables.co.nz

Nutrients in New Zealand grown vegetables
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Source and acknowledgment; Plant and Food Research NZ, 2018
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The Cooking Curriculum Project

tools and resources for Year 8 food teachers
arming children with the fundamental life skills to be able to cook a healthy meal within their own budget, cultural and time constraints.
The Heart Foundation and vegetables.co.nz introduce you to the Cooking Curriculum Project.

Year 8 unit plan

Website
To view the complete collection of resources, please visit
https://www.heartfoundation.org.nz/educators/eduresources/food-tech/.
We invite teachers to try them out and provide feedback
on the website.

Recipes
The easy to follow recipes help kids learn to cook
healthy meals using seasonal vegetables. Each recipe
is visually appealing and teaches basic cooking skills,
while also providing information about food, culture and
nutrition.

Unit plan
The Year 8 unit
plan focuses on developing cooking,
evaluation and planning skills, as well as nutrition
knowledge. It features eight lesson plans and three
extension lessons.
Each lesson plan comes with supporting resources that
can be downloaded for free. Many of the resources are
interactive and can be edited online using tablets or
computers, or they can be printed out.

Activities
The activities are fun, colourful and interactive. They
help kids learn about nutrition and how to cook healthy
food, while also teaching them the food technology
process. Students can develop their digital technology
skills by using tablets or computers to complete them.

Teachers can download them for free as a kit or choose
from individual worksheets and lessons to suit their
programme.

Recipe videos
Videos are a popular teaching tool in schools. These
videos are simple and engaging for food technology
students. Each video has a recipe card to go with it, which
students can use throughout the unit plan.

Easy Meals with vegetables and
How to cards
These free cards have been designed to help improve
basic cooking skills and knowledge. They are perfect
for the school classroom. Each is a visual guide of
how to buy, store and prepare key ingredients such as
vegetables, eggs, milk products, grains and meat. Kids
can take these home and share them with their families.

Assignment
The Vege Masterchef assignment helps kids learn how
to cook a healthy meal for their whānau using seasonal
vegetables. As a team, they will learn to research
different vegetables and healthy meal ideas, talk to key
stakeholders and learn how to create an action plan
following the food technology process.
Teachers can use this for an assessment. It is also an
interactive PDF that students can complete digitally.

Newsletter
Food teachers can also sign up to the Cooking
Curriculum Project Newsletter, which provides
updates on the resources and upcoming professional
development workshops for Year 7 and 8 food teachers.
Email your name and school to: info@vegetables.co.nz
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Kiwi Kids Can Cook

From left to right Chahna Victoria Davis, Navneet Narayan and Shikylah Dearnley
Kiwi Kids Can Cook Junior Champion Jordin Wilson with Chef Anton Mosimann OBE

Toque d'Or 2018
For the 15th time in the 28-year history
of the prestigious annual Nestlé Toque
d’Or student culinary competition, the
team from Ara Institute of Canterbury
has fought off fierce competition from
around the country to win the top
award. [Ara was previously known as
Christchurch Polytechnic].
Culinary students Shikylah Dearnley and
Chahna Davis proved to be champs in
the kitchen, picking up two gold medals,
while Navneet Narayan dazzled diners
at the event with his restaurant service
skills to receive a silver medal. The trio
battled it out against 21 other students
and trainees from around the country to
create and serve their award-winning
menu which took out the top spot at the
competition.
Brooke Rogers Senior Champion with Kiwi Kids Can Cook Founderand NZChefs
president Hughie Blues
One of the world’s most celebrated chefs
has given some of our top young Kiwi
cooks a day they’ll never forget.
Chef Anton Mosimann OBE, the Swiss
Michelin-starred celebrity chef, presented
awards to the country’s top Junior and
Senior Champions at the ‘Kiwi Kids Can
Cook’ Final. This event was held at the
NZ Hospitality Championships at the
ASB Showgrounds in Auckland. Chef
Mosimann was Executive Chef of the
Dorchester Hotel in London for 13 years
before he started his private dining club,
Mosimann’s, in London. He has been chef
to four generations of the British Royal
Family; the Queen mother, the Queen,
Prince Charles and The Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge – Chef Mosimann cooked
their wedding reception dinner. As well,
he has cooked for many prime ministers,
heads of state and royalty throughout the
world.
Chef Mosimann judged competitors on
their vegetable-inspired dish and he said
he was very pleased to see such a high
calibre of talent and food knowledge
displayed by the young New Zealand
finalists. “It was a fantastic competition.
I am so impressed with the quality and
innovation the children showed in such a
short time,” he said. “My congratulations
to all the children who competed today.
These are the New Zealand chefs of our
future.”
The winner of the Junior Championship
was Jordin Wilson from Auckland, who
created a Roasted Jerusalem artichoke,
yam and almond soup with pan-fried
prawns and herb oil. The winner of the
Senior Championships was Brooke Rogers
from Auckland, who made Spiced rhubarb,
coconut yoghurt and hazelnut praline.
Regional finalists from across New
Zealand took part in the competition in

The Ara menu

which primary school children (Years 1-8)
cooked their favourite dish containing at
least one New Zealand-grown vegetable.
Although parents and caregivers helped
with set-up and pack-down, once the
clock started ticking, the kids had to do
everything on their own, using just two gas
burners and a microwave. Contestants had
a cooking time limit of 30 minutes in which
to make their dish while judges evaluated
their knife and cookery skills. At the end
of the competition, contestants presented
their dish on a single plate. This was taken
up to the judges’ table, where presentation
and taste was evaluated.

Olive oil poached vine tomato salad,
buffalo Mozzarello, pine nuts and
garden leaves with an aged
Balsamic vinaigrette.
Seared Akaroa salmon cured in
seaweed salt with hot smoked
Akaroa salmon with horseradish
pate, compressed cucumber, shaved
fennel salad, tomato sauce vierge
and karengo crostini.
Braised beef cheek, kūmara and
blue cheese custard, parsley crumb,
broccolini textures, beef fat celeriac
and red wine braising juices.

“Vegetables.co.nz sponsored this
competition as it encourages kids to
cook and eat healthy meals by including
fresh New Zealand vegetables as a key
component in their dish,” Pip Duncan,
Education and Marketing Manager for
Vegetables.co.nz said. “Learning to cook
a healthy meal is an invaluable life skill
and these competitors are our culinary
stars of the future. The dishes these
young kids are cooking are amazing and
it’s wonderful to see the support they are
receiving from their parents.” Vegetables.
co.nz works with the Heart Foundation
on The Cooking Curriculum Project. This
aims to have every Kiwi kid able to cook a
healthy meal in the school setting by the
end of Year 8.

Glazed blond chocolate mousse.
The pressure was on throughout the
three hours live kitchen cook off, as
the teams fought against the clock
and were scrutinised by a panel of top
industry judges, which included UK
culinary legend, Chef Anton Mosimann.
The judges were led by high profile
chef and leading culinary figure,
Darren Wright of Chillingworth Rd,
Christchurch. Competing teams were
marked against WorldChefs International
Judging Standards which included food
preparation, presentation, taste and
service.
The Ara team trainer, multi award
winning chef Mark Sycamore, said the
team had done an outstanding job,
supported by restaurant trainer Adrian
Hilhorst and pastry chef trainer Adele
Hingston. Mark said “Bringing home the
top award is a fantastic achievement not
only for the students and the Institute
but also for the Canterbury region.
This win clearly demonstrates that the

The Kiwi Kids Can Cook competition
was founded by Chef Hughie Blues. This
innovative platform showcases the talent
and creativity of kids from around New
Zealand who compete in regional finals
with the winners competing at the NZ
Hospitality Championships in Auckland.
The heats for the 2019 competition start
in November at the Horowhenua Food
Trail. Congratulations also to Hughie as he
recently became president of NZChefs.
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Canterbury region has a lot to offer
in terms of hospitality and culinary
creativity. It further cements Ara Institute
of Canterbury’s position as being a
centre of excellence when it comes to the
training of hospitality students.”
Event organiser, and NZChefs
Association immediate past-president,
Graham Hawkes, said that the Nestlé
Toque d’Or is the ultimate challenge
for hospitality students. “They have to
keep it together, tame nerves, support
each other and work seamlessly as
a team to achieve a top performance
on competition day. Aside from the
competitive element, the event also
opens many doors for the students
by placing them in front of hospitality
professionals from around the country
who are scouting for new talent.”
Chahna Davis sent a message to
vegetables.co.nz; “I am one of the
members of the winning team of Toque
d'Or 2018. We want to say a massive
thank you for making this competition
possible as without sponsors like
vegetables.co.nz, there would be no
opportunity to gain this experience.
Thank you again.”
Dean Langrell-Read, Onions NZ
representative on vegetables.co.nz was
a guest at the New Zealand School of
Food and Wine’s table at the competition.
He said “The technical skills on show by
the students were of an incredibly high
standard, especially when you consider
the limited time they have and the
resulting pressure they are under. The
meal I had was fantastic and superbly
wine matched, the waitress was very
conversant in the meal preparation and
subtleties of the various ingredients and
flavours. Overall I was very impressed
and if my meal was representative of
those being served on the day then I
would have to say the hospitality industry
is in good hands.”
Nestlé Toque d’Or is New Zealand’s
longest running and most prestigious
student cookery and restaurant service
event. The annual event is a key fixture
on the culinary calendar and is hotly
contested by the country’s leading
hospitality institutes. Aside from New
Zealand, it is also held in 17 other
countries around the world and has
launched the careers of many worldfamous chefs – previous competitors and
or winners have been Anton Mosimann,
Jamie Oliver and Pete Evans.
Sponsors of this year’s event were:
Nestlé Professional, Beef + Lamb NZ,
vegetables.co.nz, Akaroa Salmon, House
of Knives and Moffat NZ.

National Secondary School Culinary Challenge 2018

All Teams at the 2018 National Secondary Schools Culinary Championships Grand Final
The knives were out … as were the
smoking machines, sous vide ovens,
vacuum sealers and a vast array of pots,
pans, jugs and plates. Sixteen of the
most talented hospitality students in New
Zealand recently took on the ultimate food
battle in South Auckland – the chance
to win the coveted title of the National
Secondary Schools Culinary Challenge
[NSSCC] 2018, and to win one of two
scholarships with City & Guilds.
Maggie Carroll and Liza Khorozova, of
Burnside High School in Christchurch were
declared the winners of the competition.
Maggie and Liza's menu
Entrée: Tomato tart with fresh tomato
and basil salad, manuka smoke
tomato foam and goats cheese,
accompanied by a rich tomato sauce.
Main: Waitoa chicken breast with
broad bean farce on truffle potato
purée with petite crumbed sausage
with Brussels sprouts, carrots,
peas, tarragon cream sauce and
microgreens.
“We really didn’t think we’d win – we
had to rush the plating at the end!” said
Liza. “We hoped for a silver medal, but
to win is amazing.” Maggie agreed, “Our
flavours worked well together though,
and we get on as a team – even when we
were stressed, we weren’t stressed at
each other. Our teacher told us to be fast
Ferraris – and it obviously worked!”
The winners were chosen by a panel of
six judges: Mark Wylie (Head Judge and
National Account Sales Manager, Southern
Hospitality Ltd), Ben Bayly (Co-owner/Chef,
The Grounds, Henderson), Gareth Stewart
(Executive Chef, Nourish Group), Jeremy
Schmidt (Owner/Chef, The Officers Mess),
Craig Lucas (Chef Lecturer, MIT) and Liam
Fox (Owner/Chef, Forte Greene). Teams

were judged on criteria which included
taste, presentation, innovation, creativity,
hygiene and wastage (teams lose marks
for unnecessary food or packaging waste).
Food consultant Israel Evers was the MC
for the event.
Now in its sixth year, the NSSCC which
is the largest secondary school culinary
competition in the country, was held at a
dinner at Manukau Institute of Technology
(MIT) in Otara, Auckland. Finalists were
selected from regional heats in Northland/
North Auckland, South Auckland, Waikato,
Hawke’s Bay, Taranaki, Wellington,
Canterbury/Nelson/Marlborough, and
Otago/Southland.

Nathan Sandes, Liza Khorozova, Maggie
Carroll, and Kristie Hanley from
Burnside High school, Christchurch
Isabella Viakai, from Manurewa High
School, and Sam Ashmore, from Te
Awamutu College, were also awarded
scholarships to study at any City & Guildsapproved tertiary education site.

In the final, students had 90 minutes to
prepare, cook and present four individuallyplated portions each of an entrée and a
main course. The entrée had to contain
fresh New Zealand-grown tomatoes as the
principal component of the dish; the main
course had to consist of a portion of Waitoa
free range chicken breast, skin on and bone
in, and include three fresh New Zealandgrown vegetables, one of which had to be a
potato.

Glenn Fulcher, Trustee of the Culinary
Arts Development Trust, an organisation
which was formed to manage culinary
competitions like NSSCC, said the
continuing rise in skill level through the
years shows how much potential there
is for young people to succeed in the
hospitality industry in New Zealand. He
said, “All our main regions were covered
this year, which shows the level of skill
and creativity we are seeing in schools
across the country. The competition gives
students from each region a taste of real
work pressure and exposure to industry
heavyweights, as well as experience
working as a team to develop menus, plate
dishes and work in tune with each other.
Days like this are there so the judges can
select the best students on the day, see
if they can find the spark in the students’
eyes, and can ask themselves the ultimate
question: would I hire this person to
work in my restaurant? It’s an incredible
opportunity for them.”

“Each year we continue to be impressed
with the standard and expertise of the skills
shown by the students,” said Head Judge,
Mark Wylie. “It’s a reflection of both the
students’ efforts and that of their tutors,
who bring a great game to the table every
year. This year we saw a lot of skills that
mirror what is happening at the moment
in the industry – it’s impressive to see how
current the students’ skills are.”
Wylie said picking a winner wasn’t easy.
“The technical skills, like the butchering
and cooking techniques, have been
outstanding – two of the floor judges, Ben
Bayly and Jeremy Schmidt, said that they
would happily give any of the students
competing today a job in their kitchens.
To get an accolade like that from chefs of
their calibre is impressive – all the finalists
should be very proud.”

NSSCC 2018 Finalist Schools,Regions,
Competitors and Tutor/teacher
•

WelTec Trades Academy, Wellington
– Latisha Robinson and Thanakorn
Poungsang
Tutor: Toby Sanderson

•

Napier Girls High School, Hawke’s Bay
– Kelsey Stubbs and Alannah Grant
Tutor: Rachel Pollet

•

Whanganui High School, Taranaki/
Whanganui – Britney Walsh and Caitlyn
Butlin
Tutor: Linda Hardcastle

•

Burnside High School, Canterbury –
Maggie Carroll and Liza Khorozova
Tutor: Kristie Hanley

•

Kings High School, Otago/Southland –
Liam Hynd and Nickolas Bryan
Tutor: Hannah Cromarty

•

Manurewa High School, Auckland South
- Isabella Vaikai and Elizabeth Malaki
Tutor: Sara Blackburn

•

Long Bay College, Auckland North –
Bara Kralova and Aimee Pugh
Tutor: Amber Rinkin

•

Te Awamutu College – Morgan
McKenzie and Sam Ashmore
Tutor: Will Cawkwell

Senior Lifestyle Cuisine Competition
Chef Steve Iraia of Princess Alexandra
Retirement Village in Napier recently
fought off 11 other competitors from
around the country to take out the top
award in the annual Senior Lifestyle
Cuisine cooking competition.
Steve sliced, diced and cooked his way
to success at the culinary event which
took place at the New Zealand hospitality
Championships 2018 held in Auckland.
Vegetables.co.nz is a co-sponsor of this
competition which aims to highlight the
dynamic and changing market
for innovative cuisine at aged care
facilities.
During the live kitchen cook-off,
competitors had just 75 minutes to
prepare and serve four covers of two main
dishes with hoki with kūmara or potato
and two servings of fresh New Zealand
grown vegetables, and two main dishes
of beef cheeks with kūmara or potato and

two servings of fresh New Zealand grown
vegetables destined for the aged care
market.
Joining Steve in the competition arena
were Andy Glover, Gracelands Care,
Hawke’s Bay; Lisa Downs, Olive Tree
Village, Palmerston North; Shafa
Rahman, Parkstone, Christchurch;
Jerson Lat, Harbourview, Wellington;
Tomas Rodriquez, Waitakere Gardens.
Auckland; Nitin Bodalkhandle, Powley
Village, Auckland; Amrik Singh, Elizabeth
Knox, Auckland; Shalom Court, Auckland;
Adriano Lopez, Wharerangi Resthome,
Taupo; and Luis Contreras, The Poynton,
North Shore.
A panel of industry judges assessed
competitors and their dishes against a
range of criteria including; presentation
of food, taste and texture, control of
cooking process, professional practice and
preparation.

Among this year’s panel of judges were
some of the country’s top hospitality
industry talents including; head judge
Chetan Pangam, executive chef and food
and beverage manager, Copthorne hotel,
Oriental Bay; Marc Soper, executive chef,
Wharekauhau Estate Lodge, Palliser
Bay; Sean Kereama, executive chef and
operations manager, Wharerata Function
Centre, Massey University, Palmerston
North; Robert Haddock, senior lecturer
culinary arts, Auckland University of
Technology; Angela Ferguson, faculty
leader of trades and hospitality, Western
Institute of Technology, Taranaki;
and Louise Abbott, assistant catering
manager, Dilworth School, Auckland.

Steve’s dishes were:
Braised beef cheeks with pomme
purée, ratatouille, capsicum couli and
orange and vanilla jus.

The event sponsors were Bidfood,
Independent Fisheries, Nestlé
Professional, Service IQ and vegetables.
co.nz.

Roasted hoki loin with ratatouille,
pomme purée, crispy shallots,
capsicum couli and citrus and
coconut foam.
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Lettuce celery-brate
Award of
Excellence
Vegetables.co.nz works with the Heart
Foundation and Health Promotion Agency
on the ‘Easy Meals with vegetables’ recipe
cards and videos. We also work with the Heart
Foundation on the Cooking Curriculum Project.
Dave Monro leads the
Heart Foundation’s
work and he was
recently awarded the
Dietitians NZ Award of
Excellence. We share
his citation for the
award.

NSSCC Judges pictured outside MIT during a fire alarm practice. L-R Ben Bayly, Gareth Stewart, Liam Fox, Craig Lucas,
Mark Wylie, Jeremy Schmid, Glenn Fulcher [EIT], Brian Wallace [MIT Building Warden] and MC Israel Evers

Dave, the Food and
Nutrition Manager for
the Heart Foundation,
has received this
highest accolade
for Outstanding
Achievement in Dietetics.
Dave has made an immense contribution
to health gain for New Zealanders through
the leadership he has displayed in public
health nutrition whilst working for the Heart
Foundation of New Zealand. His ability to
influence government agencies and the food
industry towards policies which enable health
gain is based on Dave’s wide knowledge of food
composition, food regulation and the intrinsic
integrity of the advice he gives. He is known for
his congeniality and his ability to present his
position in an authoritative and non-combative
manner.

Pippa Lawler, (above left) Technology
Kaiarahi, HETTANZ and Nicola Potts

New position Technology Kaiarahi
Congratulations to NSSCC judge Liam Fox and Andrea Muhlhausen coowners of Forte Greene, Auckland for being included in the World Edition of
Truth, Love & Clean Cutlery guidebook. Forte Greene is a sandwich café and
artisan bakery with an emphasis on locally sourced, high-quality products.
The editors said ‘Tucked into a tiny space on the almost raffish Karangahape
Road, at the edge of the city’s downtown precinct, this is a must for a sublime
sandwich. The pure passion of the owners is evident, with the best seasonal
ingredients cleverly fashioned to order into stunningly modern and seasonal
combinations, all tucked into freshly house-baked sourdough bread’.

The Home Economics and Technology
Teachers Association NZ [HETTANZ]
has announced that Pippa Lawler has
been appointed to their newly created
Technology Kaiarahi. Her role is defined
under the Networks of Expertise contract
and is to grow teacher confidence and
proficiency in order to improve student
achievement outcomes. She joins Nicola
Potts who is the Home Economics Kaiarahi.

Dietitians NZ 75th Jubilee Conference
The Dietitians NZ Conference held
recently in Auckland was a fantastic
showcase of the diverse roles a dietitian
has in New Zealand today, how far we
have come, and what opportunities are
open to us in the future.
The Keynote speakers offered variations
on this theme, providing unique insights
into how the profession can advance.
Visiting from the American Academy
of Nutrition and Dietetics, Dr Alison
Steiber’s focus was on the importance of
cohesive data collection from dietitians
at a global scale for the advancement
of the profession with accompanying
examples of emerging technologies.
Professor Boyd Swinburn, from the
University of Auckland, gave a thoughtprovoking presentation calling for the
need to rethink obesity prevention and
management. He expressed the need
to take a systems-thinking approach to
the obesity epidemic. The definition of
obesity needs to be broadened to link

with under-nutrition, climate change
and mental health. Boyd also expressed
the need to re-think appropriate food
systems for the 21st century with more
engaged communities with dietitians in
a central position with respect to clinical
practice.

Dave’s passion for change and innovation led
the evolution of the Heart Foundation’s food
and nutrition philosophy so that it remains
current and relevant within a challenging
landscape. Critical to this approach has been
a stronger focus on whole and less processed
foods, and an emphasis on life skills, including
food preparation skills, as precursors to
achieving a healthier diet. Dave’s contribution
to population health gain continues through
the partnership with vegetables.co.nz and the
Health Promotion Agency (HPA) to promote the
consumption of vegetables by supporting New
Zealand families, particularly lower income
families, to prepare cheap, tasty and easy
meals.
In line with a stronger focus on life skills, Dave
has evolved the work of his team to support
the development of practical cooking skills
for children in intermediate schools. This is
done in partnership with vegetables.co.nz and
key education associations. A ‘by teachers
for teachers’ approach has been taken to
develop resources and tools that support and
enhance what is being taught by teachers. The
extension of Dave’s work in this area highlights
an innovative approach, while building on
the foundation existing work in schools and
catering for a clear gap in the sector.

Nadia Lim, from My Food Bag, spoke
on her career journey to date, providing
insights into the highs and lows of her
diverse roles.
In the Hot Topics Sessions, presentations
on Easy meals with vegetables and
The Cooking Curriculum Project were
extremely well received. Attendees
enthusiastically visited the vegetables.
co.nz stand to see the videos and
resources for the Easy Meals with
vegetables, and others from the suite of
resources available on the website. There
were plenty of accolades for vegetables.
co.nz stakeholders providing high quality,
evidence-based and peer-reviewed
resources.

In his capacity as Food and Nutrition Manager,
Dave oversees the Heart Foundation’s
work with the food industry to improve the
nutritional quality of foods available to New
Zealanders. This work recognises that small
changes in food composition can lead to
substantial public health gain. It includes
working with key food industry players to
reduce the sodium content of products, and to
date, as a result of reformulations, over 300
tonnes of salt per annum have been removed
from targeted food products. Most recently,
this work programme has been expanded to
the important area of sugar reduction. Dave’s
advice and expertise also extends to support a
range of research groups who seek to assess,
explore and enhance policies to create healthy
food environments in New Zealand.

Deb Sue, Nutrition and Quality
Manager, Countdown and Nadia Lim,
My Food Bag
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Through his representation on many
government and industry boards and working
groups, Dave has role-modelled leadership in
service to the dietetic profession and is well
respected by wide-ranging food industry and
health professional groups.
Congratulations Dave, you are a well-deserved
recipient of Dietitians NZ’s highest honour.

Easy meals with vegetables
New videos
Watch the latest short 'hands and
pans' videos produced recently by the
Heart Foundation, Health Promotion
Agency and vegetables.co.nz. Available
for viewing at the Videos and teaching
resource section of the
vegetables.co.nz site.

Celery and apple salad

Kūmara, tomato and chickpea soup

Cheese sauce

Green bean salad

Lebanese Maghmour

Minted pea soup

Moroccan roast pumpkin soup

Thai chicken salad

Courgette pasta carbonara

Chana masala

Vegetable and bean burgers

Vegetable and smoked fish kedgeree

Tomato salsa

Vegetable Tom Yum soup

Vegetable pasta salad with fish

To veiw the videos visit https://www.vegetables.co.nz/education-and-resources/videos-and-teaching-resources/easy-meals/

Forum-on-wheels opportunities:
•

raise awareness of where our food
comes from

•

raise awareness of current issues
facing the future of the NZ vegetable
industry

•

break down the myths around the
industry and tell it like it is to key
influencers

•

break through the urban/rural
divide, educating attendees on
grower stewardship of the land and
addressing wider environmental
concerns

Kylie Faulkner with the teachers in the nursery at Sutherland Produce

•

Forum-on-wheels

provide a practical learning experience
for city dwellers who have an influence
on how the produce is consumed

•

illustrate science and technology in
operation

•

network and learn from key
customers/consumers in their wider
community within a small group
environment

•

monitor trends within the key
influencers’ environments:

Jeanette Rea at Scarborough Fare

Vegetables.co.nz have been running the
popular Forum-on-wheels for the past
ten years. Over this time hundreds of key
influencers have attended this day out
to experience vegetable growing from
paddock-to-plate. In late September
2018, Intermediate and Secondary school
teacher members of the Home Economics
Technology Teachers Association of NZ
[HETTANZ] and Foodwriters and chef
tutors visited growers and technology
operations in the Pukekohe area.
The growers provided an overview of their
business, its history and the produce
they grow, harvest, process, pack, and
the processes involved. The group truly
appreciated that growing vegetables is a
seven-day operation, no matter what the

weather conditions were like, as on the
day of the forum the drenching rain and
hail alternated with beautiful blue skies.
The visits also covered the use of New
Zealand GAP, water management,
integrated pest management, protecting
the environment and compliance
requirements. The teachers were
particularly interested in sustainability.
One teacher said “Sustainability was
enacted at every stage of production.
There were examples of HACCP and
flowcharts in action, making sense of
everything we teach our students. We all
came away with increased respect for the
planning and organisation that goes into
ensuring we have food to eat every day of
the year.”

Stephen Dench at The Fresh Group
Special thanks to Stuart Davies and Kylie
Faulkner of Sutherland Produce, Stephen
Dench of The Fresh Group, Dean LangrellRead of ASWilcox and Jeanette Rea of
Scarborough Fare for hosting visits to
their operations.
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o

what produce is popular and what
needs to be worked on

o

cooking methods and styles

o

what quality, access/supply and
consumption issues do they face?

o

where are the knowledge gaps in
their own training or experiences
that limit their ability to sell or use
New Zealand growers’ produce?

Vegetables for your mind and body
BRAIN

EYES

IMMUNITY

SKIN

BONES and
JOINTS

HEALTHY
DIGESTION

Source and acknowledgment; Plant and Food Research NZ, 2018

For more information visit

